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Answers
1. Sleep – Zzz …

Quick answer
1. T  2. T  3. F  4. F  5. T

Read to answer
A. 1. Sleep affects the quality of life.
 2. Sleep helps in making the brain work properly.
 3. The amount of sleep varies from person to person.
 4. Lack of sleep in some people causes obesity.
 5.  Some people aren’t aware that they have sleep 

deficiency. 
B. 1.  Getting enough sleep at the right time helps in 

improving our mental and physical health. During 
sleep, our body works to support healthy brain 
functions and maintain good physical health. 

 2.  Sleep affects the growth and development of 
children and teens. It affects their learning skills, 
concentration and creativity. 

 3.  Our body’s immune system is dependent on sleep. 
Lack of sleep can weaken the immune system and 
we may fall sick very quickly. 

Think to answer
1. During sleep our body works to support healthy brain 

functioning.
2. Sleep helps the brain to work faster. It helps in 

improving learning, concentration and creativity. 

Discuss to answer
Healthy brain improvement in 

learning
brain works 

faster

Effect of sleep 
on the brain

Improves 
reaction time

improves 
concentration

improves 
creativity

Effect of sleep 
on the way we 

work
Heals and repairs 

heart
Improves our 

immune system
Healthy growth 

and stronger 
muscles

Effect of sleep 
on immunity and 

growth

Words in use

Adjective Noun 

Natural Nature 

Circular Circle 

Happy Happiness 

Dangerous Danger

Warm Warmth

Sensitive Sensitivity

Wise Wisdom

Generous Generosity 

Using grammar
A. 1.  Employee: Sir, may I leave early today.
  Boss: Yes, you may.
 2. Reena: Hey! Latha can you play the guitar?
  Latha: Of course, I can.
 3. Student: Ma’am can we go to the playground now?
   Teacher: No, you can’t. We have to complete this 

lesson.
 4. Mother: Jenny, you just can’t be so irresponsible.
  Jenny: I will try not to make the mistake again. 
B. Grandma: You have so many books? 
 Can I borrow a few?
 Child:  You may Grandma! But they are all DVDs,  

not books.
 Boy: My teacher says that little children can grow up to 

be anything that they choose?

Listen to understand
8

9 8

8 8 9

8 9

Grade 
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Writing
Accept all relevant answers.

Spelling
keys  donkey  hockey  pulley  trolley  kidney beans

2. Telephone

Quick answer
1. c. three   2. c. six

Read to answer
1. The poet mentions gentle, scary and sweet songs 

ringtones. Accept all relevant answers.
2. The phone connects all. 
3. People talk about good and bad news on the phone. 

Sometimes they chitchat and sometimes they gossip. 
Sometimes people give advice.

Think to answer
1. The poet says that numbers are people because we 

do not meet people personally but only connect with 
them through the phone by dialling numbers. 

2. Accept all relevant answers. 

Discuss to answer
Accept all relevant answers. 

Words in use

1. Eyeball  2. Earphone  3. Drumstick
4. Armchair  5. Flower bed  6. Doorbell

Using grammar
A.

Countable 
nouns

Uncountable 
nouns

Nouns that are 
always plural

plates power news
ship sugar jeans

trees sadness spectacles
road smell shoes
pencils work congratulations
flowers hunger maths
leaves

B. 1. Have you heard the news about the blast?
 2. There are many flowers/leaves in our garden. 
 3. Grandma can’t see clearly. She broke her spectacles.
 4.  Your shoes are dirty. You should polish them  

every day.
 5. Congratulations! You scored a hundred in Maths.
 6. There is some sugar in the jar.
 7. These flowers have a nice smell.
 8. Many people die of hunger. 

Listen to understand
1. a. Neeti 2. b. Kate
3. b. Mrs James 4. a. Mrs James’ friend
5. a. St. Thomas Hospital

Writing

MESSAGE
10 May 2019
_______________

Dear Mom,
Mrs Singh called up to inform that you have to go to 
Mrs Lily’s house with her at 11 'O’clock tomorrow.

Preetie

Spelling
stew cashew drew flew blew threw screw dew

3. The Crowded Home

Quick answer
A. 1. a. Neighbour  2. a. Neighbour  3. b. Mulla
B. 1. T  2. F  3. F  4. T

Read to answer
1. The neighbour was looking miserable when Mulla first 

met him. 
2. The neighbour’s house was small to adjust all the 

family members. 
3. The neighbour asked for Mulla’s advice because he was 

a wise man. 

Think to answer
1. Mulla advised his neighbour to bring in all his animals 

one by one. He gave this advice because with the 
animals in his house, the house would be more cramped. 
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2. When Mulla asked his neighbour to take the animals 
out of his house one by one, the house that was 
cramped with animals, started to look spacious. 

Discuss to answer
Quality: 
helpful
Example: He 
listened to the 
neighbour's 
problem and 
tried to solve 
it.

Quality: 
clever
Example: His 
advice made 
the neighbour 
think that his 
house was 
not cramped.

Quality: 
unsatisfied
Example:  
He 
complained 
about a 
cramped 
house.

Quality: 
unwise
Example:  
He could not 
understand 
the trick of 
Mulla.

Words in use
A. Word Plural

Father-in-law Fathers-in-law
Sister-in-law Sisters-in-law
Brother-in-law Brothers-in-law
Son-in-law Sons-in-law
Daughter-in-law Daughters-in-law

B. 1.  My grandmother has three daughters-in-law. 
(daughter-in-law)

 2. Renu has two brothers-in-law. (brother-in-law)
 3. Father loves his sons-in-law. (son-in-law)
Using grammar
A. 1. Jatin is my brother.        A
 2. What are you doing?       In
 3. Zahida, sit down.        A
 4. What a beautiful garden!      E
 5. Do you know the way to the hospital?  In
 6. Flowers bloom in spring.      A
 7. How smarts you are!       E
 8. You should cross this road carefully.  Im
B. Accept all relevant answers.
Listen to understand

Mr Pritam

Mrs Jain

Mr Jain

Heena

Mohan

Writing
Accept all relevant answers. 

Spelling
veil   weigh   eighty
neigh   grey   barley

4. The Royal Bengal Tiger

Quick answer
1. c. It looks beautiful.
2. a. India
3. a. It was launched in India, in 1973. 

Read to answer
1. In Uttarakhand the population of tiger was 113 more in 

2014 than in 2010. 
2. The population of tigers was less in 2014 than in 2010 

in Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Odisha, Jharkhand 
and Mizoram. 

3. Goa, Arunachal Pradesh and Northern West Bengal 
states had no tigers in 2010. 

4. Karnataka state has the maximum number of tigers. 

Think to answer
1. People kill tigers to sell its skin and body parts.
2. The royal Bengal tiger symbolises the power, strength, 

elegance, alertness, intelligence and tolerance of the 
India. 

3. The population of tigers is still not satisfactory because 
of the following reasons:

 (i)  Due to the illegal trading of tiger skin and body 
parts. 

 (ii) Due to the illegal poaching of the tigers.
 (iii)    Negligence of authorities towards the alarming 

situation of the tiger population in the country. 

Discuss to answer

PROJECT TIGER
Started in the year and the 
country

1973 India

Aim of the project Preserving the existing 
population of tigers and 
increasing new population

Reason for starting it Fear that tigers might be 
wiped out from the earth

The plan Establish tiger reserves

Effect of the plan Improvement in the 
population of tigers

Is the plan good Accept all relevant answers

Suggestions for 
improvement

Accept all relevant answers
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Words in use

A. Noun Adjective

abundance abundant

significance significant 

importance important

fragrance fragrant

brilliance brilliant

absence absent

silence silent

confidence confident

presence present

patience patient

B. 1. Jasmine is a fragrant flower.  
 2.  Have you ever seen a silent room with over a 

hundred people?
 3. Rahul is a brilliant student. 
 4.  The confident  players were sure that they would 

win the match. 

Using grammar
1. Simple Present Tense
 (a)  After many years, a prisoner is finally free. He runs 

(run) around yelling, “I am (be) free! I am (be) free!” 
A little kid walks (walk)  up to him and says (say), 
“So what? I am (be) four.”

 (b) Q: Why are teddy bears never hungry?
  A: We stuff (stuff) them.
2. Simple Past Tense
 (a)  Q:  A man arrived (arrive) in a small town on Friday. 

He stayed (stay) for two days and left (leave) 
on Friday. How did (do) this happen?

  A: His horse ҆s name is Friday!
 (b)  Q:  What happened (happen) when the lion ate 

(eat) a clown?
  A: He found (find) he tasted (taste) very funny. 
3. Simple Future Tense
 (a)  Q:  What will a librarian take with her when she 

goes fishing?
  A: She will take  bookworms. 
 (b) Q: What will a spider do on a computer?
  A: It will make (make) a website. 
 (c) Q: What will a baby corn say to its mom?
  A: I will meet (meet) the popcorn soon!

Listen to understand
1. Sparrows were not found commonly in the past. F
2. Sparrows are as big as a tennis ball.     T
3. The male sparrow is dark brown.      T

4. The female sparrow is white.     F
5. Sparrows are found in groups.    T
6. Sparrows have quick movements.   T

Writing
Accept all relevant answers.

Spelling
cold  scold   old  fold
ghost  postman  post  hostess

5. Why the Spider Has Eight Skinny Legs

Quick answer
1. 9  2. 8  3. 9  4. 8

Read to answer
1.  Anansi goes to the houses of Tortoise,  

Horse, Squirrel, Mouse, Fox, and Crow.    4
2. Anansi jumps into a river.         8
3. Anansi wants food from Monkey.      3
4. Anansi sees Rabbit cooking food.      1
5. Everyone ties a pot to Anansi’s leg.      5
6. Anansi feels the tug from eight sides.     6
7. Anansi’s legs become skinny and long.    7
8. Anansi wanted to run away from Rabbit’s home. 2
Think to answer
1. Anansi stopped at each friend’s house to eat food.  
2. Anansi’s legs used to be short and wide before they 

were pulled and they became long and thin after they 
were pulled. 

3. Accept all relevant answers.

Discuss to answer

Quality: Greedy
Example: He 
wanted food 
from all the 
friends. 

Quality: Selfish
Example: He 
did not want to 
help his friends. 

Quality: Foolish
Example: He 
tied his legs 
with the thread 
from his web.

Words in use
A. 1. I came across my friend in the park yesterday. 
 2. The plane is about to take off. 
 3.  Look out for vehicles coming from all the directions 

when you cross a road. 
 4. The thief ran away after stealing the jewellery. 
 5. Dress up well for the party. 

Using grammar

Adjectives of quality Adjectives of quantity
Pretty Some 
Rough Many
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Easy Few
Round Little
Tiny Enough
Red Sufficient
Fresh Full 
Lucky 

B. 1.  Rhea has a cute/ferocious (accept any other relevant 
option) dog. Q

 2. How much milk is there in the can? Qn
 3.  Do you have any/some/enough money to buy this 

gift? Qn
 4.  She is lucky/fortunate (accept any other relevant 

option.) that she won the lottery prize. Q
 5.  Noreen's book is interesting/knowledgeable/boring 

(accept any other relevant option.) Q  
 6.  I have an extra/spare (accept any other relevant 

option) pen. Do you want it? Q
 7.  There are few/a few/many students in the room. Qn
 8.  Jim listens to old/pop/classical (accept any other 

relevant option.) music. Q
Listen to understand

Rahul

Param

Meena

Parul

Sharan

Writing
Accept all relevant options. 
Spelling
street   sheep   between   squeeze
leaf   peach   read    wheat
baby   cherry   family    marry

6. The Moon

Quick answer
1. d. All the given places 2. c. bat
Read to answer.
1. The moon looks like the clock in the hall. 
2. Cats, mice, bats and dogs come out during the night. 
3. Flowers and children close eyes at night because they 

sleep during the night.
Think to answer
1. Animals come out during the night in search of food. 
2. ‘She’ in the second line of the poem refers to the 

moon. 
3. ‘She’ shines on the garden wall, streets, fields, harbour 

quays and birds that sleep on the trees. 

Discuss to answer
The moon has a face like the clock in the hall.  It shines 
everywhere – in the garden, in the streets and harbour and 
on the garden wall. It also shines on the birds that sleep in 
their nest among the branches of the trees. Many animals 
such as cats, dogs, mice and bat come out during the night.  
All those things that are awake during the day, love to sleep 
when the moon comes out. Flowers and children shut their 
eyes till the moon is in the sky. When the sun rises and the 
moon goes away, they wake up again. 

Words in use
A. 

brave

wise

slow

cunning

gentle

B. 1. Be careful! He is as cunning as a fox. 
 2. You are as slow as a tortoise. 
 3. Our principal is wise like an owl. 
 4. My little sister is gentle like a lamb. 
 5. The soldier is brave like a lion. 
Using grammar
A. 1. The laughing baby made everyone laugh.
 2. The creaking door makes a lot of noise.
 3. The racing car burst into flames.
 4. The rising sun looks beautiful.
 5. Manu patted the crying dog.
 6. The sleeping woman woke up all of a sudden. 
 7. Sailing clouds make many shapes.
 8. Groups of flying birds look beautiful. 
Listen to understand

9

9

9

9

9
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Writing
Accept all relevant answers.

Spelling
thigh  fry  cry  high  fly  sky 

7. A Garden of Trash

Quick answer
1. b. Public Works Department 2. b. Chandigarh
3. a. Sukhna Lake  4. b. Seven years
5. b. Dr. S K Sharma

Read to answer
1. Nek Chand used discarded material such as broken 

bangles, glass, chinaware, tube lights, coal and clay to 
build the Rock Garden. 

2. The low doors symbolise humility. 
3. Outsider Art is raw art or self-taught art where the 

artist has no formal art training. 
4. Capitol Children’s Museum in Washington DC and 

American Folk Museum in New York have creations by 
Nek Chand. 

Think to answer
1. The author calls the Rock Garden a fantasy land 

because the layout of the garden is based on the 
fantasy of a lost kingdom. It also refers to the 
unbelievable work of art created by Nek Chand. 

2. Rock Garden is made by Nek Chand from waste material. 
He worked for years to create this unique garden.  

3. The forecourt has natural rock-forms; a royal poet’s 
and musician’s chamber complete with a pond and a 
hut.

Discuss to answer

Quality How you come to know about it

Hard working He collected waste material and 
worked single-handedly in creating the 
Rock Garden. 

Creative He created works of art form waste. 

Determined He paddled on a bicycle to collect 
trash. 

Good planner He planned a garden on 40 acres of 
land. 

Dedicated He worked day and night to create a 
huge garden. 

Words in use

A. Word Re+word Meaning
Fresh refresh Make fresh again

Turn return Give back

Cycle recycle Use again

Play replay Play again

Tell retell Tell again

Start restart Start something again

Use reuse Use something again

Apply reapply Apply again

Call recall Bring back to the mind

Appear reappear Appear again

B. reap   rearrange  repeat  reassure

 rebirth  reason   read   reality

 recollect  recognise

Using grammar
A. 1. I have a meeting at 10 am. 
 2. Jiya sits on the same chair. 
 3. Will they come in May? 
 4. Is the flight departing on Monday? 
 5. There is darkness in this room. 
 6. Harry is meeting us on Sunday at the crossing. 
 7. They are waiting at the entrance. 
 8. He was born in 1991, on Monday at 4 pm. 
B. 1. He likes to sleep on a hard bed.
 2. The train will arrive at platform 2.
 3. The dog is in its kennel.
 4. What are you doing at five today?
 5. The car is parked at the corner of the street. 
 6. Will you reach on Sunday?
 7. He is going to Australia in spring. 
 8. He keeps extra money in the bank.
 9. Where will you be on the New Year’s Eve?
 10. Is the office in the basement?

Listen to understand
1. Bani Thani is a famous painting of India. 9

2. It is called the Mona Lisa of India. 9

3. It was painted by Chand Babu. 8

4. Bani Thani was a dancer during the rule of  
Raja Pratap Singh. 8

5. Bani Thani has round eyes. 8

6. She has a pointed nose. 9

7. Bani Thani is also shown on an Indian stamp. 9

Writing
Accept all relevant answers.
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Spelling

H R M J F I O E S E
Y E P R I E S T W R
G R I Y E D A S M T
I V E U L F D E I E
E B C I D T F T S I
N E E E Q N I E C E
K L F E R F B M H O
E E E V R P Y Y I T
D D V F T L N U E Y
F E G W G R I E F O

1. Piece    2. Priest   3. Field
4. Mischief   5. Niece   6. Grief

8. Advertising

Quick answer
1. c. Egyptians 2. a. Toothpaste 3. a. 1917
4. b. The first official TV advertisement was shown. 

Read to answer
A. 1.  Frank Conrad founded the first commercial radio 

station at Pittsburgh. 
 2. Sears sent the first handwritten postcards. 
 3.  Contests and giveaways became a part of 

advertising in 1950. 
 4. Yahoo created the first keyword ad.
B. 1.  Advertising means any form of communication 

to persuade the audience towards some specific 
action. 

 2.  Billboards are outdoor boards that advertise any 
product. 

 3.  Direct marketing is sending out written material 
directly to the consumers, to advertise something. 

Think to answer
1. Wheeler-Lea Act aims at controlling false publicity and 

advertising.  It was established because the companies 
had started false practices in advertising. 

2. Psychologists help in finding more effective ways in 
advertising. 

Discuss to answer
A. Accept all relevant answers.
B. Accept all relevant answers.

Words in use
Abbreviations Clipped words

Dr cab
a.m. auto
IAS teen

NRI taxi
PM vet
ATM tie
ID phone
FAQ math

Using grammar
st james school St James School
mother teresa hospital for 
the disabled

Mother Teresa Hospital for 
the Disabled

stories for children Stories for Children
centre for budding artists Centre for Budding Artists
association of detectives Association of Detectives
house for dogs House for Dogs
society for drama and 
acting

Society for Drama and 
Acting

play for charity Play for Charity

Listen to understand
Ad 1 – Soap    Ad 2 – Toothpaste
Ad 3 – Pencil    Ad 4 – Flowers and bouquets
Ad 5 – Dog food

Writing
Accept all relevant answers. 

Spelling
M D O N J N O I S E K L
O I L T G H I C M N O H
W S Q D C N T O L B C I
V A G X M Z O I S O N L
S P O I L L I N H I L N
B P D H U O L I X L K M
C O I L H Y E R E D J J
G I K G S D T R E A L O
A N H I K L M F S Q I I
I T O M M O I S T O I N

1. Noise  2. Oil   3. Spoil  4. Coil 5. Moist
6. Point  7. Toil  8. Coin  9. Boil 10.  Join

9. Peace in the World

Quick answer

Cause Effect
Light in the soul Order in the nation

Beauty in the person Peace in the world

Harmony in the house Harmony in the house

Order in the nation Beauty in the person
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Read to answer
1. If there is purity in the soul it will bring beauty in a 

person.
2. There will be harmony in the nation if there is beauty in 

a person, that comes with a pure soul. 
3. There can be peace in the world if there is order in the 

nation. 

Think to answer
1. By ‘light in the soul’ the poet means purity, happiness, 

selflessness and other such good qualities. 
2. Every person should have a pure soul and a beautiful 

heart; the people in the house should lead a 
harmonious life; there should be order in the nation to 
bring peace in the world. 

3. ‘If’ in the poem shows that something is possible when 
a condition is fulfilled. 

Discuss to answer

Beauty in the 
person

light in the 
soul

Harmony in 
the house

Peace in the 
world

Order in the 
nation

Words in use
1. The bed was so comfortable that I fell asleep.
2. We should not discuss our personal problems with 

strangers.
3. He is active as he eats healthy food. 
4. The courageous boy fought with the robbers. 
5. We should be careful while crossing a road. 

Using grammar
A.

If it does not rain soon there will be no 
tigers.

If they are late we will not breathe 
clean air.

If we do not save 
tigers

no one will be able to 
read.

If we do not stop 
pollution you will fall sick.

If you write untidily she will complete it.
If you do not eat 
properly we will go for a walk.

If she decides to do 
something do not go out.

If it is dark we will leave.

B. Accept all relevant answers. 

Listen to understand

Spelling
boat  throat  coal  goal  loaf  coat  toad  foam

10. The Sky is Falling

Quick answer
1. A coconut fell on the head of Henny Penny. 8
2. Chicken Little met Henny Penny. 9
3. Ducky Lucky wanted to meet fox. 8
4. Foxey Loxey was very helpful. 8

Read to answer
1. A coconut fell on Chicken Little’s head.  
2. He started running. 
3. Chicken Little met Henny Penny. 
4. Chicken Little, Henny Penny and Ducky Lucky wanted 

to go to the lion. 
5. They met Foxey Loxey.

Think to answer
1. Accept all relevant answers.
2. Chicken Little, Henny Penny and Ducky Lucky were 

stupid because they did not wait to think what had 
happened and started running. Moreover, they did not 
understand that Foxey Loxey was fooling them and 
finally it ate them. 

3. The fox ate them. We know this because they went in 
but never came out of its den. 

Discuss to answer
A. Accept all relevant answers. 
B. Accept all relevant answers. 

Words in use
1. Eww! How can you eat it?
2. Boo! That was a bad shot.
3. Duh! I didn’t know you are so stupid.
4. Hmm! Let me think about it. 
5. Ouch! That hurts.
6. Yay! We won the match.
Using grammar
A. 1. Ravi is playing football.
 2. I am watering the plants.
 3. She is taking care of her pet.
 4. Gauri and Sheena are planning a trip.

1 2

4 5

3
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 5. We are walking slowly.
 6. You are making excuses.
B. 1. Ribhana is cleaning (clean) the house.
 2. I am working (work) on a new project.
 3. They are selling (sell) their car.
 4. Sabaa is making (make) a beautiful painting.
 5. You are trying (try) your best.
 6. The birds in my garden are chirping (chirp) sweetly. 
C. Accept all relevant answers. 
Listen to understand

Harmeet is playing chess.

Ritika is painting. 

Janet is dancing. 

Parul and Junaid are playing badminton.

Harshita is watching TV.

I am writing.

Writing
Accept all relevant answers.

Spelling

D E

O YJ

Y

L

E

N

S

SOC

MO

E

L

AY

T O

R

T

F

PY

P

L

R

U

PV

LA

L

Y

O

OO

OG

O

A

Y

YY3

7

9

8

4
5

6

1

2

11. Letter from a Mother

Quick answer
1. A mother is writing letter to a son.  
2. Mother asks her son to keep nuts, pumpkin seeds flax 

seeds and peanuts for munching in his drawer.
3. She wants her son to drink coconut water in place of 

cold drinks. 

Read to answer
1. The mother feels proud of her son because he has 

overcome all difficulties to be successful in life. 
2. She says that she is blessed to have him as a son 

because he is mentally strong and could overcome all 
the obstacles to achieve his aim. 

3. The mother is worried about her son’s health. 

Think to answer
A. 1.  The mother believes that it is not necessary to set 

an example for children.
 2.  We should have meals at regular intervals to keep 

healthy. 9
 3. Only yoga helps in keeping us fit. 
 4. Playing games builds muscles. 9
B. 1.  The son is a young man because the mother says 

that he goes to office. 
 2.  The mother did not exercise in the past because she 

blames herself for not setting a good example for 
her son. 

 3.  Towards the end of the letter, she says, that she 
has started practising good eating habits and 
exercising. 

Discuss to answer
1. Outdoor games help us in keeping the weight in check; 

building our muscles and keeping our joints healthy. 
2. Accept all relevant answers. 
3. Accept all relevant answers. 
Words in use
A. Word Meaning 

overact Use something beyond its capacity
overage Hear something without the 

knowledge of the speaker
overuse Flow over a bottle or container
overhear Someone who is beyond the age for 

something
overflow Act in more than what is required for a 

role
overeat A long warm coat
overcoat Fail to take notice of something
overlook Eat beyond what one can digest
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B. 

Using grammar
A. an aeroplane  a uniform
 an elephant   a mouse/rat
 a clock    a book
B. Once Akbar told Birbal, “Birbal, make me a painting. 

Use imagination in it.“ 
Birbal said,  “But hoozoor, I am a minister, how can I 
paint?” 
The king was angry and said, “If I don’t get a good 
painting within a week then you shall be hanged!” 
The clever Birbal had an idea. 
After one week, he went to the court and with him he 
carried a covered frame. 
Akbar was happy to see that Birbal had obeyed him, 
until he opened the cover. The courtiers rushed to see 
what was wrong. What they saw made them feel very 
happy. 
At last, they would not see Birbal in court! The painting 
was nothing but ground and sky. There were a few 
specs of green on the ground. 
The Emperor, angrily told Birbal, “What is this?” To 
which the reply was, “A cow eating grass hoozoor!” 
Akbar asked, “Where is the cow and the grass?” Birbal 
replied, “I used my imagination. The cow ate the grass 
and returned to its shed!”

Listen to understand
1. Walking and running are good ways to spend time with 

friends. 8
2. Walking and running build our stamina. 9
3. Walking and running can make our bones and joints 

weak. 8
4. They protect us from diseases. 9
5. They make us alert and fit. 9

Spelling
toe  smoke  bone   doe
nose  rose   cone   hole

12. The Luxury Box Called Palanquin

Quick answer
1. Palanquins look like boxes. 9
2. They always have the same size. 8
3. Odd number of people carry a palanquin. 8
4. Almost ten people sit in a palanquin. 8
5. Decoration on a palanquin showed the status of the 

owner. 9
6. Today, palanquins are used in weddings and religious 

processions. 9

Read to answer
1. It was derived from Sanskrit word 'palyanka'. 
2. The simplest palanquin looks like a cot hung on the 

four corners by bamboo poles. 
3. A simple palanquin does not have any decorations like 

the one that belongs to a rich man. 

Think to answer
A. 1. A palanquin has no wheels.
 2.  During the British period, palanquins were also used 

as military ambulances. 
 3.  Most people in the early 19th century kept a 

palanquin.
 4.  The post office arranged for relay bearers for long 

distance travel in palanquins. 
B. 1.  A palanquin is like a wooden box that had four 

bamboo poles. It was carried by even number of 
people. A palanquin was used to carry people, post 
or the injured. Designs on the palanquins indicated 
the status of the traveller. 

 2.  The sides of a palanquin were covered with curtains 
so that the passers-by could not see the traveller. 

 3.  People stopped using palanquins as faster means of 
travel had been developed.

Discuss to answer
Palanquin

Reference in Ramayana in 250 BC
Origin of the word from Sanskrit word 

'palyanka'
Shape and materials used box shaped, wooden
Number of people required 
to carry it

even number, usually four

Simple palanquins cot or a frame with four 
poles

Ornate palanquins have paint work, carving 
using bronze, silver or gold
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When did people stop 
using them

when faster means of 
travel like steamers, 
railways and wheeled road 
transport were developed

What replaced palanquins rickshaws

Words in use
1. Mr Daniel has been re-elected as the chairman of the 

company. 
2. Write the answers in your notebook.
3. I like eating ice cream. 
4. We go to school during weekdays. 
5. The fireman risked his life to put out the fire. 

Using grammar
a. 1. Jeena and Preetie like to paint.
 2.  Heena wanted to go for the picnic but her mother 

stopped her.
 3.  Ritesh has no friends for he is always fighting with 

others.
 4. It was very pleasant so we decided to go out. 
 5.  He has been defeated in the game many times yet/

but he does not give up. 
b. Mulla lived in a town. Often, he would take a couple 

of donkeys carrying grass and cross the border of the 
town to enter the neighbouring town. The custom 
officers at the border had a strong suspicion that Mulla 
was smuggling some goods, but they could not find 
anything. Mulla had a heap of grass so they examined 
very, very carefully. There might be small rings of gold 
and tiny diamonds. They even burned the grass, but 
they could not find anything. Mulla crossed the border 
many times after giving a big respectful salute to the 
officers, and there was always a cunning smile on his 
face. Their police instinct told them that Mulla was 
smuggling something, but they did not know what  
it was.

 Long after Mulla had stopped crossing to the other 
town and had gone to stay at some other place, one of 
those officers who had by then retired, suddenly met 
him.

 “Tell me, Mulla”, the ex-officer asked, “we searched 
many times as we knew you were smuggling 
something. We could never find anything so we let you 
go. Now I am not a police officer. Can you tell me what 
was that you were smuggling in those days?”

 Mulla looked up and with his same cunning smile said 
“Donkeys”.

Listen to understand
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Writing
Accept all relevant answers. 

Spelling
kite  hive  prize  smile
line  bride  drive  bite 

13. Imagination

Quick answer
1. No, he only imagines it.   2. Dr Livingstone
3. seriously

Read to answer
1. Reading and imagining pleased the speaker. 
2. He lived with the Eskimos in his imagination and he 

went hunting and fishing with them. 
3. He stayed on the moon just for a short while. 

Think to answer
1. The last stanza tells that the speaker is no longer a 

child. 
2. The speaker escapes the boring and hard work of a day 

by reading books and imagining about what he had 
read.

3. The speaker reads books because he imagines doing 
what he reads.

4. The speaker travels to Antarctica, America, Africa and 
the moon in his imagination.

Discuss to answer
1. Accept all relevant answers.
2. The poet gives the message that reading and 

imagining never lets us get bored.
3. The child likes to read, he is imaginative, he likes to 

play imaginary games. 

Words in use
devilish,  stylish,  foolish,  girlish,
bluish,  childish,  selfish,  bookish 
Complete the sentences using the correct –ish describing 
words from the wheel.
1. The foolish boy didn’t know swimming and jumped 

into the river.
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4. The selfish woman thinks only about herself.
5. No one believes that she is my mother because she 

behaves in a childish manner. 
6. Mita dresses up in a stylish manner. 

Using grammar

A. 1. Rahul and John play cricket.
 2. Priya won the competition.
 3. The earth revolves around the sun.
 4. Wood floats on water.
 5. Peacocks dance in rain.

B. Subject Predicate
The lion swings on the branches of the trees.
The little girl cries loudly.
The elephant roars loudly. 
The monkey smell sweetly.
Flowers raises its trunk and trumpets.
The clown scored a goal
The footballer wears a funny hat.
Stars shines brightly.
The sun fly.
Birds twinkle at night.

Listen to understand
Rohan

Meetu

Abdul

Christie

Munish

Nelson

Writing
Accept all relevant answers.

Spelling
blue   perfume   huge    tissue
argue   tube    


